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Role-based Security

As new systems are put in place and existing systems are retired, the university will be moving to a new approach for securing access to data and applications. Role-based security creates collections of similar access rights called "roles" which can be assigned to user accounts.

Role-based security is fundamentally different from our current methods of assigning access rights. We now use a variety of methods-some are ad hoc, some are based on affiliation, some are based on job title, and some applications are assigned by security administrators directly.

We often assign access rights to data (files, databases) and/or applications (programs we can run) on a one-by-one basis. In some cases we use hierarchical concepts such as files in folders-we authorize access to a folder and all the files and folders within it. In most administrative processes, we assign users access rights to particular programs following a security review and approval process. This is cumbersome and error-prone. In many cases users do not have access to programs they need for their work. In other cases they gain access to programs they should not have access to operate.

By grouping permissions together into roles we can create a manageable collection of assignable "chunks" of permissions. We can ensure that when a user is given a role, they have all the permissions required to perform the work associated with the role. A person with "travel authorizer" role would be able to authorize travel, but would also be able to review travel to be authorized, as well as review travel that had been authorized.

Roles are not affiliations. Affiliations are broad collections of users such as faculty, staff, undergraduate student and so on. When we try to grant access to data and software based on affiliation, we often run into tangles related to exceptions. Using role-based security, we can assign a common set of roles and then manage the role assignments as required by policy to handle the exceptions.

Roles are also not job titles. A person with the job title "administrative assistant" may have the role "directory administrator" allowing them to maintain unit directory entries. But this role may be assigned to others with different job titles and not all administrative assistants maintain directory entries. It may be common for some roles to be held by people with particular jobs, but it is a management decision to assign security roles to individuals.

The my.ufl.edu portal uses role-based security and the roles "author" and "publisher" to permit and control content on the portal. The system has proven to be straightforward to administer and allows many people to provide content and have the content reviewed before publication.
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